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Professor Jeff Addicott NECA Professional Development Institute Keynote Speaker:
Counseling Needs Resulting from the War on Terror
Dr. Jeffrey Addicott lectures about the law of war and human rights at Saint Mary's University in San
Antonio and will present the keynote address for the 2018 Professional Development Institute,
Thursday, April 26 in Atlanta. He founded the Center for Terrorism Law at St. Mary's, which studies
legal and policy issues in relation to terrorism. He also served in the U.S. Army Judge Advocate General Corps for 20 years.

In this Issue:
NECA’s Professional Development Institute in Atlanta,
April 26, 2018 (reprint)
ACA Conference Reception
details, April 26, 2018
In Memorium—Bruce Shertzer

Addicott travels around the country and internationally--his academic mission is to discuss political and economic/employment
issues to the public. One of the major topics he will discuss with
NECA is the war on radical Islam, which he said is a concern when
addressing terrorism. This is a concern which many counselors are
dealing with, where tragic crises have happened across our country. Fear of potential terrorist attacks and PTSD symptoms from
prior attacks impact mental health and employability for our clients across all sectors. NECA leadership believes all counselors
need to be better informed in working with clients across all specialties in addressing the effects of terrorism on our culture and
clientele.

ACA NECA Sessions details

Join NECA leadership to learn more about how the U.S. can be better protected from terrorism
through education, readiness, and mutual support. To read more about Addicott’s work, you may
wish to check out his book, "Radical Islam Why," which is available on Amazon (2017).

In Their Own Words: Other
Committee Members Share
Thoughts about Career
Counseling in the Context
of Nassau and Havana

Registration for this PDI is $60, including lunch, and is available online at employmentcounseling.org.
(This article reprinted for those whose email bounced the December edition of NECA News.)
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Spring 2019—Seminar at Sea
Overview

NECA Reception, April 26, 2018
With Johns Hopkins University Counseling Center and the Maryland Counseling Association
April 26, 2018, Omni Hotel, 6:00—8:00 PM: Partnership Reception, back by popular demand, with
Johns Hopkins University Counseling Center and the Maryland Counseling Association.
Entertainment, Dr. Paul of the 2015 Season of Voice
In Memoriam: Bruce E. Shertzer, who served as NECA’s first president from 1966-67, and as the 22nd
president of the American Counseling Association from 1973-1974, passed away on Christmas Day.
ACA members can read his obituary and leave comments honoring Shertzer’s memory at ACA’s online “In
Memoriam” page at counseling.org/aca-community/in-memoriam.
A separate article recounting his life and legacy will appear in the March issue of Counseling Today.
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NECA-Sponsored Workshops During ACA Atlanta: April 26-29, 2018
Friday, April 27, 8:00 am - 8:30 am
NECA Featured Session: Program ID #512, 3rd Floor, Poster Area 12
NECA’s Extraordinary GCDF Certification Training: Shows You a Reflection of Your Life?
30-Minute Poster Session—Michael C. Lazarchick, Seneca Arrington
The National Employment Counseling Association’s, completely on line GCDF (Global Career Development Facilitator) Training provides
resources and knowledge that will ultimately help graduates perform at a higher level of functioning. Students who fully engage often
have transformative experiences. Working Ahead, Moving Forward presents a diversity of wisdom shared by classmates and instructors.
Students receive state-of-the-art tools and techniques resulting in a higher level of consciousness and more success with those they
serve.
Friday, April 27, 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm
Program ID #183, Room A406
Wellness at Work and Play: Experiencing Rejuvenation
90-Minute Education Session, Advanced—Michael C. Lazarchick
Using thoughts from Eastern and Western traditions, this workshop will explore the interplay of body, mind and spirit, through sound,
physical movements and visual stimulation. We will identify sources of toxins in our environment and various elixirs and methods the
body uses to heal. We will experience techniques that foster wellness and elicit rejuvenation. Dress comfortably. Expect to have fun.
Powerful short meditations, a little qi gong, yoga and some surprises are on this path that ends with you feeling energized.
Saturday, April 28, 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm
NECA Featured Session: Program ID #321, Room A401
Take A.I.M: Developing Youth-Contextual Themes and Commonalities
90-Minute Education Session—Michael C. Lazarchick, Grey H. Edwards, Jr.
This session will explore a philosophical framework for youth engagement and development. Using this framework, participants will examine contextual themes and commonalities. Attendees will explore the dynamic between the philosophical framework and transformative learning. Based on research and evidence-based program models,
strategies for promoting positive behavior and program outcomes will
be provided.
Sunday, April 29, 7:30 am - 8:30 am
NECA Featured Session: Program ID #376, Room A409
Your Reasoning Impacts Job Success: Understanding Reasoning Abilities for Successful Employment and Personal Happiness
60-Minute Education Session— Kay Brawley

Attention NECA members! Please
remember to renew your membership
online.
Not a member? Register online.
www.employmentcounseling.org

Reasoning abilities matter to job success and happiness. The history of
testing for reasoning abilities began in 1920, and some employers, especially the military, employ it for job placement purposes. There are 10 basic reasoning abilities that can be tested by the Highlands
Battery. A quick test of your abilities will be provided during session. Stories of clients who experienced success and failure will be shared
as examples of these abilities.
session. Stories of clients who experienced success and failure will be shared as examples of these abilities.
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NECA Executive Committee Meets for Annual Planning Retreat January 2-5, 2018
Between Tuesday—Friday, January 2-5, 2018, members of the NECA Executive Committee and leadership team held meetings to discuss
exciting new opportunities available to our membership and through NECA for other career counseling professionals and youth/young
adult leaders. Agenda items: financial report; updates from IAEVG Assembly; report regarding new course and certification program
(YELD), including continuing education workshops to be held at a summer 2018 NECA/YELD conference ; upcoming GCDF course opportunities; the Addicott PDI in Atlanta, April 26, 2018; and a proposed a spring 2019 Career-Readiness Seminar at Sea for college students on
spring break. (photo—Executive committee and others on board the Empress of the Seas)
Finances and membership: John Hakemian reported that the financial
status of NECA continues to be strong on the growth of the Journal.
Income from the GCDF course continues to provide additional funds
for ongoing operations, including initial support to begin the YELD
course and certification program, with pilot participants offered scholarships to cover the cost of the course except the cost of materials.
Membership and leadership growth is slow. Outreach to prospective
members continues to be encouraged, as well as encouragement to
reach out to newer members to be more active in leadership. A positive sign in this area is the strong slate of candidates for Trustee in the
election which will conclude January 31st, 2018.
YELD course pilot and ongoing GCDF course offerings: Michael Lazarchick and Lynn Downie were able to give first-hand feedback on the
YELD curriculum and training platform. A pilot group completed the
class in late 2017. Michael was one of the instructors and brought
information regarding the teaching platform and process for instructing the course. Lynn participated in the pilot class as a student and was able to provide an assessment of the curriculum used,
course content and relevance, and the platform as seen from the student side. While there appear to be details which need polishing
when it comes to the platform and technology, the curriculum and relevance of the material is extremely strong. The executive committee
endorses continuation of this new class as an additional opportunity for certification. Michael also provided an update on anticipated registration for the first GCDF class of 2018. Registration remains open at time of publication.
ACA Conference and NECA Professional Development Institute: Kay Brawley gave an update on the plans for the Professional Development
Institute for Atlanta in April 2018. Details she shared are included in the announcement on page one of the newsletter. Registration for
the PDI is set at $60.00 per person, and is now open on the NECA website.
Upcoming Seminar at Sea: Set Sail for Life After Graduation: A final, and new order of business was discussion of a possible spring break
career-readiness seminar for collegiate juniors and seniors aboard the Empress of the Seas. This proposed seminar series would be available to college students ages 21 and up who are in their junior or senior year of undergraduate studies. Sessions will include topics such as
mock interviews, networking sessions, etiquette dining, job search readiness, dress for success, and other appropriate topics. Because the
executive leadership retreat was held on a cruise ship, there were ample opportunities to speak with numerous college students and their
parents to gather feedback and comments regarding this proposal. After discussion, feedback from potential participants, and postmeeting research, the committee selected a March 11, 2019 cruise to Cuba and Grand Cayman as an appropriate opportunity to hold this
first college career-readiness spring break seminar. Information will be forthcoming in the next newsletter for NECA members who
would like to participate as leaders during this cruise.
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A Letter from the President
Four years ago, I had the opportunity to join a group of NECA Professionals for a ten day trip to Cuba. The trip originated in
Miami with a trip to Cienfuegos, Cuba. This was followed by a mini bus tour visiting many interesting sights in the country
side, before arriving in Havana, Cuba. We saw everything for three days before returning to Miami. This fantastic week arranged by Dr Kay Brawley, NECA's Professional Director. This served as wetting the appetite for NECA participants
and Cuba in the future. The itinerary set up by Pam Quillian, our Travel Agent with the People to People Tour Guides allowed
us to experience the history, customs, culture, music, food and mainly the wonderful people of Cuba. We were able to feel
the heartbeat and witness Cuba before the outside influences turn it into possibly another Miami. The opportunity to interface with individuals from the employment side, workforce, schools, senior citizens, artists, musicians, and adult educators
afforded NECA a great opportunity. This allowed us to engage and brainstorm for future ways NECA and Cuban agencies
could share, learn from each other and explore possible partnerships.
I am fast forwarding to 2018 and another opportunity to return to Cuba via Royal Caribbean Cruises. I was excited and eager
to join. Once again, Dr. Kay Brawley worked with Travel Agent Pam Quillian and arranged for our NECA Board Meetings and
Training to be conducted during the four day cruise to Cuba. Since my first introduction to NECA in 2013, I am happy and
honored to serve on the Board of Directors as President . NECA is such a creative and innovative organization providing so
much in employment counseling Nationally and Internationally. The opportunity to see the strides made in Cuba in just the
last four years was impressive. This included more exposure to customs, culture, employment, workforce growth and building and construction. This can only enhance a greater positive outlook for the future. Once again, it's about the wonderful
people. One example for me was an incredible guide named Lauren. She is a recent college graduate who speaks 5 languages
and was so knowledgeable, professional, friendly and guided us for 8 hours around Havana. I encourage all to join these
trips, cruises with NECA in the future. Plans are in the works for 2019.
See you in Atlanta in April.
Thanks, Grey
Photos—Grey, Michael, Mary Ann, and Seneka in Nassau; Havana harbor entrance
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US-Cuba Employment Counseling Development
The new rules bar independent travel under the "people to people educational travel" category as NECA did in 2013. US rules
during the current administration allow individuals to visit Cuba in one of 12 categories that require no special authorization
but expectation of meaningful interactions with residents. One of the simplest ways is to go via cruise ship where one does not
have to make overnight accommodations such as NECA chose. One may also visit websites of airlines flying to Cuba, such as
American, Delta or JetBlue. Choose "support for the Cuban people" when the airline website prompts you. In addition to your
passport, a visa is required by both modes of transportation. Immigration authorities also require showing visa when leaving
the island; exiting process was much easier than in 2013.
Each NECA team was asked to document their cultural and professional interactions with locals, and to maintain proof for five
years as requested by the US government. This is being done via narratives and photos when visiting local cottage industries:
private restaurants/lodging, community art galleries and craft projects, all important sources of income for locals.
A major source of income for locals was the popular expanded mode of transportation on site via the classic cars. Whereas in
2013, there was a limited amount of license tags, that quota has now been lifted. Anyone with the funds may now purchase
classic cars and obtain the license to operate this growing business in Cuba. The NECA Team felt this was the one of the best
ways to learn more about the success of “gig-style" employment and
cottage industries around the island. We look forward to returning and
hope US and Cuban diplomatic ties will continue to open.
Dr. Kay Brawley, NECA Director

Attention NECA members! Please
remember to renew your membership
online.
Not a member? Register online.

Photos—Kay and John on tour of Havana with grandchildren, Eric and
Lindsey; trophies in the Hemingway home outside Havana

www.employmentcounseling.org
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Employment Counseling as a Healing Profession
By Michael C. Lazarchick, PhD, GCDF Master Instructor
“The Best Social Program is a Good Job” ~ words imparted to me in 1971 by Waymen DeShields, a significant mentor, in the Atlantic City
Public Employment Office. They gained more meaning with time, as I earned a Master’s Degree, became an Employment Counselor and
continue to learn all these years later. It was a gift to spend my developmental years in a city that attracted world class social problems
with the advent of Casino Gambling. Over the years, my “customers” included the unemployed or underemployed, from the homeless to
displaced professionals and multitudes of employers with job opportunities.
From my counseling theory notes in graduate school on Reality Theory I wrote down two universal human needs:
•
•

The need to love and be loved
The need to feel worthwhile and be productive

Obviously they had an impact upon my practice because I have remembered them for over forty years. The National Employment Counseling Association GCDF Training, Working Ahead, Moving Forward™, is not your average Career Development Facilitation experience. It
is an extraordinary learning experience. Beyond State of the Art updates, we have a format that masterfully integrates ideas from the
students and a Cadre of “expert” Instructors providing considerable diversity of thought. We do far more than explore the latest tools
and techniques in our 21st Century Curriculum. We expand student consciousness, interjecting penetrating questions and concepts, exploring Wellness in the Workplace, the ongoing evolution of the world economy and viable practices that actually help people find worthwhile employment and make a decent amount of money.
Next regularly scheduled Training is March 21, 2018 ~ SPREAD THE WORD
“Dr. Lazarchick is excellent. He delivers a fruitful combination of professionalism, empathy, attention, a good mixture of heart and humanism.” ~ Eldad Shary, CFO 4 Seasons Hotel, Israel
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NECA Participates in 2017 IAEVG Assembly , (with partial content from IAEVG Communique, 11.30.17 )
NECA was invited to the attend the Board of International Association of Education and Vocational Guidance (IAEVG) Assembly
meeting in Mexico City. Dr. Kay Brawley is pleased to announce that the extensive review process of the new revised IAEVG Ethical
Guidelines have been updated and were unanimously approved by the membership in the voting process. The revised guidelines will
be posted on the IAEVG website. IAEVG Members are invited to correspond with Vice-President Nancy Arthur regarding how they are
using the revised guidelines as individuals and/or through member associations. Next issue of NECA Enews will present a summarized version. NECA's GCDF curriculum will include the Ethical Guidelines as a supplemental resource.
Dr. Kay Brawley informed IAEVG Assembly participants in Mexico City about NECA's new Project YELD, which addresses issues presented in IAEVG proposal.
Why NEETs?
There is growing concern, worldwide, about the number of youth who are not participating in education, employment, or training.
There are approximately 71 million unemployed youth worldwide and 156 million young workers living in poverty (International Labour Organization, 2017). According to the ILO, a priority policy issue is the underutilization of labor and especially youth participation in the labor force of many countries. Volatile and unpredictable labor markets impact rates of social and economic participation.
Variations in rates of youth unemployment and underemployment between and within countries generally reflect social and economic conditions in national and local contexts. There are both immediate and long-term effects for youth whose lives are disconnected from a sense of belonging and mattering, learning, productivity, inclusion, and making economic contributions through the
social institutions of education and employment. Statistics that show persistently high rates of NEETS over several years may lead to a
sense of complacency about the status quo, justify failure to take action, or be used as a reason to limit resources made available to
youth as an acceptable social practice. The use of statistics alone obscures the multiple barriers for overcoming inequitable access to
social resources that support positive engagement in education, employment, or training. When we address the situation of NEETS, it
is important to consider differential rates of participation by youth from lower socioeconomic classes, racialized ethnic backgrounds,
diverse religions, genders, and/or indigenous youth.
An examination of the status of youth must also consider the extent to which many youth are underemployed, due to ongoing labor
market volatility and other pressures in the labor market that increase job competition and the scarcity of employment. Youth who
are hired at entry-level, low-skilled positions are typically disadvantaged as lower wage earners. Youth require opportunities in the
workplace for training and/or incentives to increase their workplace skills through continuing education. Youth who have been engaged in higher education may experience discouragement and disenfranchisement when they cannot secure employment commensurate with their educational credentials, when they face escalating rates of financial burden for higher education, and when they see
few options for improving their future. In addition, young people in many countries will need to change jobs a number of times
across their working lives and may need assistance in navigating the resulting employment and life transitions.
The consequences of unemployment and underemployment for mental health are well documented. Increasing rates of depression,
anxiety, and other forms of stress are experienced by youth when they do not feel they have a sense of direction for their education,
hope for their future participation in the labor market, or ways of contributing to a society in which paid employment is a marker of
adulthood.
Families also shoulder increased financial burden in supporting youth for longer period of time into adulthood, risking the financial
stability of parents into their retirement years. The intergenerational effects are also of concern for the children of NEETS, and how
they will be affected through the role modelling and resources required to access education and employment. More in next issue on
role of IAEVG's NEETS program and NECA's YELD project.
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Are there not Beggars Who Bring Panhandling to an Artistic Level? - Michael C.
Lazarchick, PhD
I am a Licensed Professional Counselor and my specialty is Employment Counseling. I see hierarchies throughout careers and everybody
“working” at something to survive. Those who believe that collecting Welfare is not a Job, have no idea how difficult it is, emotionally and physically, to navigate the system successfully. My career has long been about listening to help me understand the world view of those I served. It
feels good to help others improve their economic situation. I love listening to people tell me about their vocation and I found the cruise ship
and our ports of call, once again, to be fascinating.
The Cruise workers are a quite diverse group, from all parts of the globe, engaged in a display of consummate customer service, serving the
needs, whims and desires of patrons. Our dinner food server (all four of my nights) was from the Philippines, on ship contract, away from her
family for over half a year. She will be going home for her birthday this coming June, and consider another contract within a
couple of months. The US dollar goes farther in the third world but the actual pay is “relatively miniscule.” She is dependent upon tips. She was
putting in long, long days, with breakfast shift melting into lunch and then all not that much time until dinner. Clearly, individuals from the third
world (people of color) dominate the lower echelons in the crew. However, the purchasing power of the USD for “necessities” in the Philippines
is two to five times more than the Philippine Peso.
Our first stop on the cruise was Nassau, the capital of the Bahamas located on New Providence Island. After a short walk on the main street
along the water we decided to engage a private taxi owner for a guided tour. We contracted for an hour and one half at $25 a head, but it was
nearly three hours when we finished. I learned the Bahamas have a vibrant economy and is the richest country in the Caribbean. They have
been a Free and Sovereign Country since gaining independence in 1973 however, they remain in the British Commonwealth of Nations. Prince
Harry was the last of the Royal Family to visit. Queen Elizabeth apparently considers the Islands among her favorites and Princess Margaret had
the local hospital named after her because of her dedication to charities. Fully 80% of their economy is tourism which is nice because “it is summer all year round.” Most of the other 20% is Off Shore Banking which our guide said, is called “money laundering” by many. Because it is an
island of coral, they are unable to grow significant crops. Indeed, he showed us how trees grow out along the limited soil rather than sending
down their roots. They import virtually everything. We stopped for a fresh coconut (very healthy) and we drank while standing in the Caribbean
(even healthier).
Returning to Cuba four years after I was part of the NECA Delegation that toured extensively and discussed labor and education issues with government officials and “the people” for nearly ten days, I was pleasantly surprised to see a dramatic increase in restorations. While housing and
transportation cost are low and “free” education, health care and food subsidies are available, the government owns most industries and employs the majority of citizens with salaries paid in Cuban Pesos. Our group of four chose a “privately operated” tour in a vintage 1950s automobile that the driver’s family passed down through the generations and clearly maintained in the best possible conditions. The vehicle was beautiful, powered by a fully reconstructed engine using fabricated “parts” or pieces imported from Russia and China. We followed the instruction to
be quite gentle opening and closing the “aging” doors. Our guide was 24 years old and a recent graduate from the University of Matanzas in
Languages. She was fluent in four and was teaching English at the University for a Salary of 480 Cuban Pesos (CUPs) a month, equivalent to $20
in Cuban Convertible Currency (CUCs) or $20 in US currency. Half was being paid back to the Cuban Government to repay her “free” college
education. With a tip our group paid her $153 CUCs for tour that lasted 7 hours, supporting the driver, her and her employer in private enterprise. She paid 40 CUPs a year to the government to be a licensed guide and 10% of income each month. Cruise Tours using Government
Owned Buses were generally over twice the money for less than half the time and not near the flexibility. She was thankful for being a guide
because of the opportunity to meet travelers from all over the world and appreciated the opportunity to earn enough to support her extended
family. She did not envision much opportunity for career advancement within Cuba in the near future.
In my experience, poor people are the world’s greatest entrepreneurs. Every day, they must innovate in order to survive. They remain poor because they do not have the opportunities to turn their creativity into sustainable income. ~ Muhammad Yunus
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Opportunity, Change, and the Future: A Visit to Cuba - Dr. Mary Ann Radebach
Cuba here I come! I was going to visit Havana. I had heard many stories about Cuba from friends of friends who had visited there.
Some of the stories said it was like being back in the 1960’s and that the buildings were old and falling down. Well that is how it might
have been, but the Havana that I saw was very different.
There were four of us touring together. One of the women had arranged for a guide through a friend of hers. Our guide was a cheerful
young woman who had just completed college. Her English language skills were excellent. She told us that she spoke several other languages and that her college was free. However, there was not much opportunity to use her skills in Cuba and she would like to move to
Miami with her brother who lived there.
She led us on a walking tour through the city. It was true that some of the building were falling down, but others had been renovated
and were bright colors, blue, pink and orange. We asked about the economic conditions. She said that when Raul Castro took over
from his brother Fidel, he loosened government regulations and people were freer to start businesses. In addition, President Obama
had opened Cuba to American tourists and that had helped the economy. Havana was in the state of change for the better.
Our guide took us to an old hotel, Hotel El Comendador. It was beautiful! It
was large and reminded me of the grand old hotels in Europe. It was a little
bit like being in a cathedral with the high ceilings and many columns. Next,
we walked around the city and our guide explained the different buildings to
us. At the Hotel Ambos Mundos, we had an opportunity to visit the room
where Ernest Hemingway had stayed. I chose the lobby downstairs with
comfortable chairs, but two of my friends went and said it was worth the
visit.
At noon, we met our guide’s friend who had a car that looked like a 1960
Chevrolet. It was red and very polished. Seeing the car remined me of the
ones back in the neighborhood where I had grown up. The seats were covered with plastic, just like furniture used to be in my grandmother’s house. I
noticed that there were no door locks, only holes in the doors where they
should have been. There were other old cars around and these cars looked
like they had been cared for too.
We drove to a restaurant. The food was delicious, and the cost was very
reasonable. I noticed that the walls were decorated with pictures of Cuban
political leaders. After lunch, the driver took us through other parts of the
city. The houses were beautiful. It was definitely the expensive area of the
city. Our final stop was at a store that sold cigars and coffee. I bought the
coffee as a souvenir.
Then we went back to the ship. My impression was that Cubans were very warm and friendly people who welcomed us to their country. I image that if I went back in a few years, I would see more changes but would still see the beautiful old cars that that reminded me
of my childhood. I hope that I have an opportunity to visit Havana Cuba again.
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Reflections on Havana and Nassau: Addressing Human Challenges from Two Perspectives - Lynn Downie
While most of the other members of the NECA executive leadership committee had been to both the Bahamas and Cuba, this trip was a first
for me, and a rare opportunity to focus on cultural and economic demographics during a trip rather than focus on tourist attractions. There
are several major areas of comparison between the two cities which I found of interest and would like to share.
The people greeting guests to their country
When we arrived in Nassau, the streets were crowded with merchants and cabbies eager to sell their
wares or drive us around the island. In Havana, we met very few residents in the streets near the port
when we returned from our tour. A handful solicited for us to pay them for photographs with them, and a
few artists were selling work along the sidewalks.
Retail industry
Because both visits were less than a full day – certainly not overnight - the hotel industry is not included
the areas I was able to observe. Also, I was only able to view areas within walking distance of the port in
Nassau and (other than from a bus) in Havana. There were stores in both cities, but the stores in Nassau
were overflowing with merchandise and brightly lit to attract customers, compared to more modest and
date offerings in Havana. (photo—Havana shopping area)
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Government and housing
The Cuban guide shared a good deal of information about the role of the Cuban government in caring for
the people. We were told that housing is rent-free, and that over 70% of the population work for the
government. Healthcare is government-run, and we were shown the exterior of a hospital for expectant
mothers while they await delivery and after delivery. The tour bus drove us through many residential
streets of Havana, where beautiful buildings from the 1930’s and 1940’s were the primary architecture.
Many of these buildings had crumbling brick or mortar, broken windows, and torn shutters. Had I not
seen the laundry drying on the balconies, I would have expected to hear that these buildings had been
condemned and were under reconstruction. There was reconstruction and repair going on in the beachfront area near the tourist part of Havana, where guests from Europe and Canada are likely to stay during visits. While standing outside away from any buildings, I asked a resident about the process to get a
home repaired after a hurricane or damage from another emergency. The individual responded that the
government does provide help with building materials at a discount, if desired, and the person is responsible for getting the work done on
their own. The residential buildings in Nassau were also dated – many of a style from the 1950’s and 1960’s or earlier, but appeared to be in
good repair. Home construction is primarily limestone, wood, or concrete block in both cities – and again, homes in Nassau overall seem to
be in better repair. (photo—Havana neighborhood)
Economic development of the arts
As the mother of an art major, I always look at how the arts are promoted in each culture, so the time in
Nassau and Havana definitely included a look at the arts. In Nassau, we were able to visit the National Art
Gallery, where we saw artistic renderings of the history of the Bahamas. The art and photographs from
different time periods showed the development of a distinctive Bahaman art culture. Both cities had colorful graffiti throughout. In Havana, we had the opportunity to visit the statue of Jesus and the home of Jose
Fuster, whose success as an artist provided him the means to begin transforming one corner of Havana
through art. In both instances, art speaks the language of hope, growth, and exploring history – sometimes
even pain. One more note about the arts in Cuba – if children demonstrate giftedness in dance, music, or
athletics, they are moved from the local schools into the special schools for the arts. Although the overall
standard of living is much higher in Nassau – and even higher in the USA – the performing arts get special
treatment in Cuba: Ballet and Music, in many respects, are what the Cuban Government wants the world
to learn first about their nation. (photo—Bahamas’ National Gallery)

2019 SEMINAR AT SEA
SET SAIL FOR LIFE AFTER GRADUATION

The National Employment Counseling Association is offering a seminar at sea:
Spring Break Career-Readiness Seminar for collegiate Juniors and Seniors
MARCH 11- 17, 2019
•
•
•
•

Available to college students ages 21 and up who are in their junior or senior year of undergraduate studies;
Topics: networking, mock interviews, job search techniques, dress for success, & business dining etiquette;
Ports of Call: Cienfuegos and Havana, Cuba (2 days) & Grand Cayman (1 day);
Seminars: 2 days at sea sponsored by National Employment Counseling Association.

You will cruise from MIAMI aboard Royal Caribbean’s

Empress of the Seas – BEST OF CUBA.
Also, you can be among the first to explore a place where yesterday lives today. Take the
unique opportunity to get to know fascinating local culture while discovering the timeless
sights and sounds of nostalgic Cuba while visiting the ports of Havana and Cienfuegos. Take a
ride in a classic car through the historic Malecón. Explore the classic architecture of Old
Havana, mingle with locals and partake of the cafecito ritual at Café Marina. Dance to live
salsa at the famed Cabaret Tropicana Night Club, and catch a Latin jazz act at Jazz Café. Come
seek a place untouched by time.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, contact Dr.

Kay Brawley, NECA
Professional Director: kbrawley@mindspring.com
or

President Elect, Lynn Downie: lynn.c.downie@gmail.com
TO RESESRVE YOUR CABIN, PLEASE CONTACT:

PAM QUILLIAN – Vacation Specialist
DreamVacations
386-760-8532 or Toll Free 877-241-7473
p.quillian@dreamvacations.com

